
Dog Daily Cleaning Protocol with Accel: 

*This protocol is to be used for adult dogs (>5 months) that have been in the shelter for 4 days or 
more 

1. Put on ear plugs, designated boots for cleaning and disposable gloves 
2. Walk through the inside of the shelter, calling dog(s) to the inside ½ of their kennel 
3. Close the guillotine door once the dog(s) are on the inside 
4. Once all dogs are on the inside, go to the outside kennels 
5. Remove any soiled laundry, food and water bowls that might have ended up on this side 
6. Scoop feces from kennel using pooper scooper and discard feces in designated trash can or 

container 
7. Clean any debris out of the drain and put into the garbage 
8. Spray entire kennel floor with Accel (1:64 = 2 oz per gallon)* – please note that the walls do not 

need to be sprayed unless there is visible debris on them 
9. Using the stiff bristled brush, scrub off any caked on debris 
10. Move onto the next kennel and repeat 
11. Once all kennels have Accel in them, start back at the first kennel and squeegee floors dry 

(there is no need to rinse the Accel and it is preferable to not rinse unless there is a lot of debris 
in the kennel) 

12. Go back inside and open guillotine door to let the dog(s) out 
13. Call the dog(s) to the outside kennel 
14. Close the guillotine door behind dog(s) 
15. If the inside of the kennel has NOT been soiled, and the dog will remain in the kennel, do only 

what is necessary to return the kennel to a comfortable state for the dog – i.e. pick up feces, 
put bedding back on bed, refill water bucket, etc. 

16. If the inside of the kennel is soiled beyond spot cleaning, repeat same cleaning process as for 
outside kennels 

a. If bedding is not soiled, put the bedding on top of the kennel to be returned to the 
kennel once its clean 

17. Continue process until all kennels inside are clean and dry 
18. Refill water dishes 
19. Put clean bedding or replace bedding in each kennel 
20. Open all guillotine doors to let dogs in 
21. Spray aisle with Accel taking care to only spray the aisle 
22. Using the stiff bristled brush, scrub off any caked on debris 
23. Allow Accel to sit for at least 5 minutes 
24. Squeegee dry pushing water into drain (if floor is slopped so that the aisle drains into the 

kennels, use a floor cleaning machine such as an Anivac from Ogena Solutions) 

*Once a week, use 1:32 (4 oz/gallon) Accel and allow it to sit in each kennel for 10 minutes.  It is easiest 
to set a second hose end foamer to this dilution to be used on this day and in kennels between dogs.  

 



Verifying that the correct dilution of Accel is being used in hose end foamers: 

20 color-coded metering tips for setting dilution ratios are provided with the hose end foamers to 
allow the foamers to expel a certain dilution of Accel.  However, this is the dilution only if the water 
pressure is 40 psi.  Since water pressure varies by facility and even can vary within a facility, it is critical 
to test each foamer where it will be used with the test indicator strips.  This should be done when first 
setting up the equipment as well every ~4 weeks to make sure that the correct dilution is being used. 

To test the dilution: 

 Spray a small amount of Accel from the foamer into a container 
 Remove all of the foam (do not use the indicator strips on foam) leaving just liquid in the 

container 
 Dip the indicator strip in the liquid for ½ second 
 Shake indicator strip lightly 
 Wait two minutes  
 Compare the color of the indicator strip to the guide on the bottle  

Conversion of parts per million (ppm) to oz/gallon: 

 625 ppm = 2 oz/gallon or 1:64 (every day cleaning in dog and cat housing) 
 1350 ppm = 4 oz/gallon or 1:32 (once a week in dog housing and high risk areas where 10 

minute contact time is possible) 
 2700 ppm = 8 oz/gallon or 1:16 (high risk areas where 5 minute contact time is needed) 

 


